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glad to enter into a series of treaties with the Great Elector
and thereby enlist Brandenburg on his side. In spite of this
alliance Danzig still held out, and, in the summer of 1656, was
relieved by a Dutch fleet, whose mere presence compelled the
Swedes to sign a treaty granting the Danzigers the free exercise
of their commerce. This pacific demonstration of sea-power
ruined Charles's plan to secure the dominion of the Baltic. The
Dutch intervention in that sea was dictated by their trade
thither, which absorbed half their total tonnage. The schemes
of Charles X, therefore, threatened vital Dutch interests; but
English merchants were also concerned, so Cromwell refused
Charles's demand that an English squadron of twenty ships
should be sent to the Baltic to keep the Dutch in check. Per-
mission to raise British volunteers for his army was all that he
could secure in return for a second commercial treaty (July
1656), which recognized the principle of the open door as
applicable to harbours in Polish Prussia.
In 1657 the situation changed, for on the death of the em-
peror Ferdinand III, his successor, Leopold, at once sent troops
to aid Poland; and, simultaneously, Denmark sought to avenge
old wrongs by declaring war against Sweden. The centre of
hostilities was thus suddenly transferred from the east to the
west Baltic. Charles soon overran Jutland, and only his in-
feriority at sea prevented a direct attack on Copenhagen. His
achievements were neutralized, however, by the desertion of
the Great Elector, whose support Poland bought with the grant
of full sovereignty over east Prussia, Charles, in his hour of
need, appealed to Cromwell for money and ships, but was told
that the price of assistance was the cession of Bremen, whose
possession the protector coveted as a means of access to the
protestant states of north Germany. Charles refused to give up
this territory, so the only help supplied was diplomatic: to per-
suade the United Provinces not to join the coalition against
Sweden, and Brandenburg to leave it. Furthermore the pro-
tector, long grieved at the dispute between two protestant states
at a time when, in his heated imagination, the popish party was
arming everywhere, endeavoured to mediate between Denmark
and Sweden, but found neither anxious for peace on terms that
the other might be expected to accept. Something might have
been done if Dutch co-operation could have been secured,
but the commercial rivalry between England and Holland
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